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Coastal Carolina College

Allocations op
By ALLAN KUJALA
News Editor
On Thursday and Friday, the Student
Government Association (SGA) is holding
a referendum on the newly revised SGA
Constitution. The SGA Constitution has
many changes and additions, which include
the Supreme Court, Parliamentarian, Impeachment Rules and the Allocations Commission.
The Allocations Commission has
created a stir of dissention in the SGA.
When the Constitution was presented, the
Committee had taken the SGA Vice-President off the Commission and added two
elected at-large students. This proposal,
however, was replaced with the current
make-up of the Commission, with the four
SGA Executive officers and a two members of the Student Development Office.
Proposition A, with the two at-large
students and without the SGA Vice-President. was put on the ballot through a
petition signed by 205 Coastal students.
Proponents say that the two at-large students would provide a checks and balances
on the Allocations Commission. The reaholds the majority vote on the Allocations
Commission, 2) the SGA would still have
three votes and their knowledge about
clubs could be brought forth; these at-large
students could make their decisions and
thus make it more difficult for the SGA
to have absolute control, 3) since the SGA
officers control the organizations funds,
very few organizations antagonize the officers by not supporting them in SGA
meetings, 4) with two at-large students on
the Commission, the potential for control
by any special interest group is greatly
reduced, 5) many people on campus give
their time to organizations because they
believe in them, as will the two at-large
members who will help divide the

thousands of dollars among the organizations on campus, and 6) while the SGA as
a body must approve the Commission's

proposed budget, the Commission (or the
sons In support of the two at-large students
are: 1) witha tendency of students comb in-

Coastal studeDts Gary BeDDer aDd JaDlor Falrclotla assist lD Raka pottery maklq •
part of tbe Coastal CaroliD. Spring Art. Festival. (P to by Robert Reeves)

Ca di ae
Today is the final day for election of
the new SGA executive officers. Several
very qualified students are seeking the
posts.
Arthur E. Adams and Daniel Hambrick
are seeking the office of SGA president.
Adams was recently appointed junior class
representative. He is a member of Ekklesia, the SGA Park Bench Committee,
the social committee of the S.C. State
Student Legislature, and the race relations
committee. Hambrick was recently appointed SGA Vice-President. He is an
active member of Alpha Phi Omega and
presently serves as service vice president,
the Allocations Commission, the International Club, and the Student Affairs Committee; he is ex-officio of the SGA Park
Bench Committee and the SGA Constitution Committee. He . also participated in
the Mock Presidential Primary.
Allan Kujala and Jay Pritchard are
seeking the office of SGA vice-president.
Kujala was elected SGA sophmore representative in the fall. He is chairman of'the
SGA Park Bench Committee, president of
the Young Democrats, Chanticleer news
editor, a member of the historian, educa-

tion and social cOmmittees of the S.C.
State Student Legislature, box~ffice manager for the Upstage Co., a member of the
cultural affairs, and college food service
committees: he was vice-chairman for the
·Mock' Primary Elections and bas perfect
attendance at SGA meetings. Pritchard is
the SGA representative for the archeology
club. He is a member of the SGA constitution committee, Alpha Phi Omega, the
Constitution Committee of the S.C. State
Student Legislature, and the Petitions and
Scholastic Standings Committee, and he
has oerfect attendance at SGA meetings.

ancy Crume and Crystal Henderson Management Group Inc. and bas
are seeking the office of SGA Secretary. experience OIl the jOb.
Crume was elected SGA Sopbomore Representative last fall. She is the secretary of
the SGA Constitution Committee, the asst.
secretary for J-Mac Pizza Hut Inc., and
is the secretary of the Business Club and
has been nominated for the position next
year; she is Children's Christmas Committee for Coastal. Henderson was recently
appointed junior class representative, She
is a member of the Petitions and Scholastic
Standings and the College Food Service
Committees, Secretary for Henderson
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Editorial

Opinions/Editorials

Student money
mysteriously
disappears
The latest "hot item" in our Student Government is the idea
of the 1979-80 clubs and organizations presently in SGA taking the
slack for those organizations who overspent during the 1978-79
academic year. Some left their respective organizations in hundreds of dollars worth of debts.
Now suddenly organizations are expected to bail out their club
of its incurred debt from last year. Why are this year's students
being penalized for debt incurred by some stUdents who have
graduated and departed? Some of the students being billed for their
clubs were not even members of these clubs when overspending
occurred. Now they are expected to curb the remaining semester's
activities to pay for the ill-managed money spenders of yesteryear.
Why wasn't this problem caught when it was actually taking
place. Was it previous students' fault? And what of administration?
Whoever is to blame, they surely did a wonderful job fouling up
the present money situation of clubs.
Here you have the problems in a nutshell: previously, clubs
have overspent their budgets- due to oversight, negligence or
whatever; and this year organizations are expected to payoff their
respective club's indebtedness.
Where do we go from here? As far as the Chanticleer is
concerned, either the number of newspaper issues each semester
or the size of the issues will most probably be cut. As for other
organizations, perhaps Campus Union will be unable to hold our annual Spring Formal or perhaps Cino Day and the free beer will
be cancelled.
Clubs are having to cut corners everywhere. So, Coastal we
can all count on a dull spring this semester unless we can personally
afford to finance our traditional events (Cino Day, Spring Formal,

etc.)
. The figure is not even definite as to how much money has
b'een overspent. It is roughly between $12,500 and $27,000. Five
thousand dollars of this deficit has been repaid for external funds
such as the Coastal Educational Foundation. Five thousand dollars
is a long way from $27,000 though if $27,000 is the correct figure.
Since as many people seem to be in the dark about the whole
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Letters:
Dear Coastal Students:
As chairman of the 1980 USC Spring
Arts Festival, I wish to express the committee's appreciation for the tremendous
sense of cooperation we felt and witnessed
during the festival this year.
Because of the many unexpected
aspects of this year's Festival (rain, wind,
over 3,000 students), we constantly found
ourselves shorthanded and could have,
indeed, been in an impossible situation.
Instead, many of you came forward and
volunteered your time and energy to act
as clows, guides, art helpers, security, etc.
There is very little glory in this type of
work, but done in the right spirit it can
be a lot of fun and very self satisfying. You
displayed this spirit and for this we, the
committee, applaud you.
The incidents of spirit giving are too
numerous to enumerate, but there are a
few that will forever stand out in our
minds:

SPLEEN.

Don Gamble in his marvelous Dr.
Rabbit outfit being all over the campus
directing school buses, school children and
.
entertaining constantly; '
Joey Wright doing an extra magic show
to help us control and fascinate the large
crowds; ,
Violet Meade's dancers entertaining
and involving unexpected crowds of 300 to
3,000 school children;
The Stratosphere group moving their
entire show at the last minute so we could
all hear and see despite the high, chilling
winds;
Students making up lik~ and a~ting like
professional clowns although they had never before done clown work;
Art students (and helpers) setting up
extra workshops so lots of small eyes and .
hands could have an opportunity to see and
feel art.
Our committee numbered· very few.
but because of you whose names may
never be listed on a program, we achieved
the work of hundreds! Thank you for your
spirit. your energy and for being students
at USC Coastal Carolina College.
Claudia M. Cleary
Chairman, USC Spring Arts Festival

si~ation,my~Hincluded,(moo~~uany~ad~p,d~kmy~&y~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

when mismanaged), why don't we bring in an outside auditor,
someone knowledgable about this sort of thing and let them decide
how much of a deficit has been incurred and by whom?
Once we know the exact figure, we can take it from there.
Whoever is responsible for this negligence should be the one to
see that it is paid in full. Special fund-raisers may and probably
will have to be held to payoff the deficit or other external funds
may be obtained.
Whatever must be done should be done now. So let's call in
a state auditor and get the show on the road.

The Chanticleer
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Z95Z8.
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is your Dew.paper and should be used by yo. to exprels
your views OR i.suel concel'DiDl you. We need to know wbat yu want for Coaltal aDd
for die community. Write to •• (even if It'. to disagree). We respect your rI.lat to your
opiDion aDd hope tlaat you wUl respect GUn. Have a 100II semester.

The Chanticleer is a student publication of Coastal Carolina
College. The opinioDs expressed do not represent those of the
admiDistration, faculty or students as a whole.
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Scholarship
awarded
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By ALLA KUJALA
ews Editor
Mr. Tom Davis of the Tom Davis
Company presented the Coastal Carolina
History Department with the James
Branham honor Scholarship.
Davis was a Coastal Carolina student
in the 1960's and was a student of
Branham's. Davis already supports the
Coa tal athletic department and wanted to
do something for another part of the
college.
The scholarship will be given to a
rising senior history major with the
highest overall grade average. It is a
permanent endowment of 500 dollars and
it can be enlarged as expenses ris'e. A
committee consisting of the Assistant
Chancellor of Academic Affairs, the Associate Chancellor of College Relations,
and the senior member of the history
department (Branham) will award the
scholarship each semester in December
and May.
In response to the scholarship,
Branham said, "I think Tom Davis should
~ co~gratulated for supporting the college
10 thIS manner. and I am particularly
flattered that he chose to single me out for
this honor."
Contrary to Sun News reporting
Branham has been at Coastal Carolina
since 1963.

Jame Branham

r eg

Committee
aids PF
By ALLA KUJALA
News Editor
The College Food Service Advisory
Committee has formed at Coastal to help
continue the quality food and service provided by the college cafeteria.
The committee consists of John Brown
Dr. Gene Collins, Robert Elvington (recorder). Robert Gootman Robert Greer,
Crystal Henderson, Allan Kujala, Dr.
Donald Rice, and Dr. Robert Squatriglia
(temporary chairman).
The Committee is a part of the contract
agreement that the college has with Professional Food Management (PFM). The
committee is an advisory committee to the
director of food service through the dean
of student development. The committee is
involved in menu selection. servcie operation. hours of operation, and consumer
concerns and interests.

B CHARLE GRIFF!
ational ew Bureau
In the year 622 A.D. the religiou I
fertile de ert gave bith to a new faith
I lam. It spread across the ArabIan
deserts the north of Africa the Cauca u
mountain, the Hindu Kush, the Indian
ubcontinent. It jumped the Dardanelle
and lihe Strait of Gibraltar. It lapped the
hore of the Philippine and the ban of
the Danube. And it crested on the pa e
of the Pyrenees.
Islam was a cham reaction. It offered
- _.. a quic and violent mean to obtain po er
and promised heaven a well a earthly
rewards for being rapacious. Petty king
succumbed to hungry prince or cast their
lot with the new religion and each carried
the word to his nei hOOr on the point of
his sword.
In overrunning so great an area islamic rulers found themselves the posse er
of great librarie kingdoms with long
histories of learning, civilization that
were old when Moses wa learning to
write. With so much to draw upon, I lamic
culture bloomed for a brief time.
Bu t once the conquered areas began to
absorb and distort the conquerers,
divisions and demarcations began that
continue to this day. Much is said in the

a

The SGA Elections scheduled for Mar.
25 and 26 were postponed until Apr. 8 and
9 by Chief Justice Stu Strothers of the

Coastal Supreme Court due to possible
campaign irregularities.
Candidates Allen Kujala and ancy
Crume presented SGA EI~tions Chairman
Melody Murphy with a list of campaign
grievances used by the ticket consisting of
Dan Hambrick, Jay Pritchard, Crystal
Henderson and Gloria Prince. The irregularities concerned the mailing privileges bestowed on these candidates by SGA
President Monroe Thomas. Kujala and
Crume's allegations state that letters sent
by these candidates to Coastal students
presented false claims of their involvement in SGA activities.
A second complaint was based on the

fact that Thomas endorsed, in the letter,
the four candidates mentioned above. The
plaintiffs felt this was unethical and a
blatant abuse of his office.
A third complaint surrounded the possible illegal use of student addre es.
The e addresse were obtained from
private computer print-outs of student
enrollment The plaintiff attempted to
obtain a computer print-out but were de
nied acce to one.
Due to these allegations, Supreme
Court Chief Justice Strothers postponed
the SGA election ba ed on the fact that
the atmosphere was not condusive to a fair
and impartial election. The court will
review the is ues revolving around the
GA Election this week ..

Thecommtt~es~~~ thec~o~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Cinnamon Toast and Woodlet for the dining
area and room 107. Sigma Phi Epsilon is
painting the area. The committee has also
decided to build a suggestion box in order
to get more input from the students on
service and food. The committee has also
been discussing the patio addition to the
dining area and the possibility of a
barbecue grill in the area.
Director of Food Service Robert Greer
has been in food service for six years.
Greer. originally from Wilmington Delaware. got into food service for want of a
part-time job as a dishwasher. He later
rose to cook, then assistant and finally
manager. He was an assistant at the Univ.
of Westrn Carolina. and Belmont Abbey,
and a director (manager) at the Univ. of
Richmond and the N.C. Justice Academy.
Greer then moved to Florida. He explains
tha t he did not like Florida and from there
came to Coastal. Greer is also the Director
of the cafeteria at Horry-Georgetown
TEC.
Greer describes Coastal as, "One of
the best places. I have ever worked. The
·communication with the administration
and student body is exceptionally good."
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A petition drive urging former congressman Ed Young of Florence to seek
election to the S.C. Sixth Congressional
District seat was officially announced during a press conference last Thursday.
Florence attorney Mark W. Buyc
chairman of the "Draft Ed Young for
Congress' movement presented petitions
containing hundreds of signatures from all
10 counties of the district. He said the
petition drive had just begun and inltial
response was very favorable.
"Ed Young has the experience and the
leadership ability we desperately need in
Congress today " Buyck told those present
at the conference. "The Sixth Congressional District has had no representation in Washington for the past six year
and we've all suffered because of that lack
ofleadership. Ed Young is a busines man.
a farmer and an active community leader
who has proven he can provide effective
leadership in government."

a
Young, elected to the U.S. Congress In
1972, held sea on the House Agriculture
and Merchant Marine and Fi heries Committees. He i a graduate of Clemson
Universit , combat veteran of World War
II and erved a a member of the .C.
General As embly from 1958-60. Presentl
he is managing partner for Young
Brothers, a firm with agricultur:al, real
e tate and tourism-related holdings.
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Murphy's
Messages
By MS. MARY KAY MURPHY
Director of Career and Life Planning
Special Writer

'Local elementary students enjoy participation in the Coastal Carolina Spring Arts
Festival held last week. (Photo by Robert Reeves)

We are nearing the end of March. Midterms are over. Spring is here. The gardenias in my neighbors yard are blooming
~ and my plants are now out on the front
porch, much to their delight.
Where are you this March 1980? What
are you up to? Drifting along? Doing the
"South Carolina slide" (Le., just doing
enough to go sliding by). Probably looking
forward to Spring Break - we all could
use one you know. Leisure is really a
necessity - it's a question of how you
balance it with work. A friend of mine once
told me, "80% of the people in the world
are resting themselves to death." We can
either look for short cuts or ways out, or
we can take the bull by the horns and make
our lives happen for us. There is a line in
Alice in Wonderland where Alice states
something like, "If you don't know where
you're going, how on earth do you expect
to get there?" Well, you might get there
if you're lucky, if you attract the right
people at the right time and place. Yes,
you just might, if you've got the luck of
the Irish behind you. But I'd venture to say
that's a mighty risky way to get where
you're going. And the clincher is - just
tmagine ...
Ten years from now. Monday morning
7 a.m. Alarm buzzing. You groan and
stretch, fumbling to turn off that obnoxious
buzzer. You open your · eyes with the
realization that you've got to get up for

work. And you think, "But I don't want to
work." But you get up anyway and you do
it - you just do it. Tuesday, 7 a.m. and
you fumble for tile alarm. But this morning
you have a pit in your stomach - "Boy.
I don't want to go to work." And you
realize you can't stand your job. If you
work there one more day, you'll end up in
some looney house. Or there's something
much worse - to simply continue, day
after day, week after week, month after
month accepting your rut in life and
becoming bitter for how life has treated
you and gee, if only you could have that
one lucky break - you know, the kind John
got or Susan got.
We'll, the bottom line is this: John and
Susan were probably directive people.
They consciously planned to get to where
they are now. Can you close your eyes and
imagine yourself in your dream career?
Try it! What are you doing? Are you
indoors/outdoors, working with people or
concepts or machines? What skills do you
need? How are you going to get there my
friend? By leaving your lot to luck? If so,
then I wish you all the luck in the world
- you'll need every ounce of it. Or can
you make your vision specific, holding it
so it stays bright and shining and alive as
you pursue it? Only you can direct your
life or, as Smokey the Bear says, "Only
you can prevent forest fires."

Educatiori conference

By ALLAN KUJALA
News Editor
Are you interested in: time manLocal children participate In sidewalk chalk drawing during the Spring Arts Festival. agement techniques? stress management
(Photo by Robert &."'O::;lI'''~1 __,~_
techniques? discussing the pressures of the
profession with other professionals? new
games ~ exercises/activities designed to
assist in relaxation? Have you wondered:
are the hassles in my job worth the effort?
are there better ways to cope with the
increasing pressures of being an educator?
is it going to get better? what's the
national perspective? does anybody care?
If you answered 'yes' to anyone of the
above questions, plan now to attend the
annual Classroom '80's conference sponsored by the Coastal Carolina/Horry
County Teaching center Network Advisory
Council. This year's conference, entitled
"Preventing Educator Burnout: Developing Strategies" will be held at the Landmark Resort Hotel in Myrtle Beach on
Saturday, April 12.
The conference is planned by a committee of public school teachers, principals
Barbara C at am Is a disheartened clown
and college teachers representing the
as rain dampened the spirit of the Spring
Coastal Carolina/Horry County Teaching
Arts Festival last Thursday. (Photo by
Center Network Advisory Council.
Robert Reeves)
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MeAT·DAT Review Course Take the course individually in Atlanta in 3 to 5days. P.O.
Box 77034, Atlanta, GA 30309 phone (404) 874-2454.

The conference keynote speaker is Mr.
John Ryor. past president of the National
Education Association and currently an
associate assistant to the president of the
United States. Mr. Ryor will discuss the
1980's and their potential impact upon
educators.
Dr. Joseph Lagana, a district superintendent and national presenter of workshops dealing with time and stress management, will conduct a workshop on techniques useful for managing stress and time
in a world where our lives are complicated
with increasing workloads.
Participants will have the opportunity
to observe and analyze a series of role-play
si tua tions presented by local teachers and
students. reflecting the stress-causing situations faced by educators.
The registration deadline is Monday.
April 7. The cost is $12.00 per person and
$8.00 for Coastal students. For more information call Dr. Patricia T. Candal,
school of Teacher Education. at 347-3161 or
448-1481 at extension 179. Eductors and
students are urged to attend.
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NORTHSIDE PHARMACY
JOHN B: SINGLETOi ', Reg. Ph.
BILL WOLINSKY, Reg. Ph.
RONALD MASON, Reg. Ph.
62nd
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MEDICAL PLAZA PHARMACyl
BOB HITCHCOCK, Reg. Ph.
901 Medical Circle
Phone 449-3323

I

PROFESSIO 'AL MALL PHARMACY
JOJ' 80 'ELL. Reg. Ph.
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7800 North Kings Highway
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SGA President res • g s
At the regular Friday afternoon SGA
meeting on March 21, President Monroe
Thomas begged his fellow members to
accept his resignation. Finally. after
crawling on his hands and knees before
Eddie Owens, the .resignation was accepted.
It seems that Monroe wants to pursue
the career he has wanted since he was a
little boy. When most little boys wanted
to be policemen or firemen, Monroe
wanted to be a clown in the Ringling Bros.,
Barnum and Bailey Circus.
After having his application in for
sixteen years (since he was 5), the circus
finally called him about a job. When the
act comes to Myrtle Beach on April 9-10,
Monroe will join them. His first four weeks
of training will be spent with the elephants
- feeding them peanuts, cracking Jimmy
Carter jokes. and washing the animals,
particularly behind the ears. Following his
training, Monroe will become a clown.
When asked how he felt about his job
Monroe said. "I encourage each and every
tudent at Coastal to grow up into what
you want to be."

By ED DYER
Advisor
The School of Business Administration
has announced that a replacement has
been found for Dr. Darcy Carr, former
professor of Economics, who has left the
classroom to take over the duties of Associate Director of Counseling Services.
The new faculty member will be Freddy
"One-Putt" Johnson, former touring profe sional golfer and majority shareholder
in a local beer distributorship. Mr. Johnson
holds the Associate of Arts degree in Fast-

Food Franchising from South Centra) Florida Technical College. Hi formal titl
here will be Associate Prof
r of Economics. With a alary of $78
annuall,
Johnson will be th lowest-paid mem r
of the Bu ines facult.
When asked about Johnson' seemm
lac of academic credentials Dr. Jerr
Boyles Dean of Busine Administration
retorted, 'Look everybody can't
pedigree intellectual. Besides, th ne
guy won't have an trouble fillin Dare
shoe ."

Monroe Thomas

P resident sh ows new face
By ED DYER
Advisor
At a press conference yesterday in
olumbia. Dr. James Holderman, President of the niver ity of South Carolina,
revealed a radically different phy ical
appearance to those present. Appearing in
public for the fir t time since Christmas.
Holderman explained that he had recently
undergone pIa tic urger'. The operatiion
left th youthful President with a completely new face.
When a~ked about the reasons for his
facelift. Holderman replied. "1 got tired
of people saying 'He looks too young to be
the President'. I wanted a face with some
authoritv and character. one that would
also make me more popular with the
students. alumni and Legislature. I wanted
a face that would get me a good salary,
too. in case the Board of Trustees replaces'
me. I told the team of 'plastic surgeons to
give me a face that would accomplish all
those things. I didn·t have any particular
face in mind. Really! Honest! I'm serious!"

* *

President Holderman after face lift.

Scho arsh
awarde

e

Mr. James Branham of the Coastal
Carolina History Department, acted like a
child recently, when he refused to accept
a scholarship in his honor.
Mr. John Doe of the Dough Factory
in Wampee offered a check of $32.51 to the
history department to be given to any
risi?g senior that plans to go into the dough
busmess. The scholarship will be known as
the James Branham Doe Dough Scholarship.
Branham retorted that he could not
understand why Mr. Doe would give the
college a scholarship in his honor because
Mr. Doe flunked every class under him and
had failed history 202, because the words
Doe Dough (as in do-do bird) follow his
name. He recollected that Mr. Doe had
stuck LBJ stickers all over his classroom
back in the 1960's.

3rd runner-up
2nd runner-up
1st runner-up

Crowned FOOL

MOST PROMISING: fUTURE fOOL
The entire MIIior
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Editorial

Students finally to get fair shake
Many outstanding changes have been approved by the Student ballot is reserved for any recommendatins you might have
Government Association (SGA) and the Faculty Senate for the regarding faculty and administration changes.
I urge each of you to pass the two requirements (which I'm
upcoming fall semester 1980.
The approved changes will appear on the ballot during SGA sure you will) and voice your feelings on faculty and administration
elections on Tuesday and Wednesday, Mar. 25 and 26. Today is changes. It is time we, as students, were given a fair shake; and
the last day to vote, so, students, please be sure to go to the polls the SGA has my full support on the alterations.
I'm pleased that our faculty and administration are once and
in any building from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m.
The changes are as follows. First, the 75 percent attendance for all being dismissed and for all the right reasons. Professors
requirement for all classes has been lowered to 10 percent. Students and administration can't expect to remain in teaching positions
'will now be required to attend only 10 percent of their classes. and maintain the behavior they have in the past. I'm very happy
That is only (4) on MWF and two and one-half (21fz) on TTH for about all the changes being planned for the 1980-81 school year,
each semester. (Administration has not yet figured out how to and I think it will be our best yet.
a ttend half a class.)
A passing grade will still be required; however, letter grades
have been altered to the following: A-85-1oo, B-70-84, C-60-69,
D-45-59 and 44 and below will be considered failure for a course.
Courses such as engineering, accounting, psychofogy and
religion have been given special consideration and grades will be
determined as follows: A-SO-1oo, B-60-79, C-50-59, D-30-49 and
below 30 will be automatic failure.
Special consideration were given to these four subjects because
of the toughness of the material (engineering and accounting) and
the content of the material (psychology and religion). It is hoped
that more students will enter these fields for at present students
consider these subjects too hard or that they must become saints
to major in them. (Not very many students feel worthy of
sainthood. )
Mr. Richard Peterson, professor of accounting, recommended
the attendance and grade letter requirements be lowered when he
realized his accounting students were studying too hard. He said
that they wouldn't do anything but study accounting, and he felt
that this was preventing them from having any kind of social life
or becoming well-rounded students.
Several faculty and administration were also relieved of their
positions: Cannon-for his violent nature, West-for being in the
wrong geographical region, King-for claiming to be better than
anyone else and acting like the figurehead of England, Payne-for
the agony he caused his students in class and Gilles-for being
Editor:
overqualified for his position. (Many feel he should teach at Madam
On Mondays and Wednesdays, I play the other two turn the lightbulb. Hahahaha .
Harvard.)
golf. On Tuesdays, I go out on my boat. Boy, is them Anglo-Saxons dumm or what
Eddie Dyer, faculty member and beloved advisor of our own On Thursdays, I ride my motorcycle all ? Hahahahaha.
Prof. Dan Selwa
Chanticleer, was dismissed after illegally attempting to run for over the place. On Fridays, I play tennis.
On the weekends, I just stay drunk. Everypresident. Although looking the age of 45, Dyer has, in reality, body seems to think that I've got it easy
yet to reach the age of 35, making him ineligible for presidential this year . Well , I'll tell you this . I'm
office. Some say the reason for his more mature look is the rugged working a lot harder this year than I -ever Madam Editor:
They call social and behavioral scias Academic Dean! I even lectured one
life he has led from woman to woman. We, the Chanticleer staff, did
ences the " soft" sciences. What do they
of my classes in February. I forgot which
are sorry to see him go but feel it is in the best interest of the one it was. Psychology, I think.
think we are, a bunch of broads or something? Give us a break .
Dr. Paul Stanton, Ph.D.
newspaper.
.
John Vrooman
Many reasons are still unknown as to why Chancellor Singleton
Dean,
was relieved of his position. One reason, it is believed, is because . Madam Editor:
Social and Behavioral Sciences
he doesn't look the part. He has been applying make-up for several
If anyone asks , I'm down here on
years trying to convince the public but has apparently been found official school business until after spring
spring break. OK?
out. Dean Talbert is expected to replace him within the \\'eek. training, uh.Dr.I mean,
Bob "Bosox" Squatriglia Madam Editor:
Dr. Squatriglia, dean of students was also released from office
Gulf Coast, Florida
They told me I had to be the chairman
after attempting to embezzle student funds. Secretary Chris
of the sacks committee . Why do we need
a committee for sacks? I mean , what's
McNeill who is always on top of things caught him in the act and
next ? A committee for bags ? A committee
immediately reported him. Rumor has it that he has since made Madam Editor:
for pouches : A committee for pokes? I
attempts on her life and will be brought to trial for endictment.
How many Anglo-Saxons does it take
don't understand.
Dr. Sandy Baird
Students will be allowed to vote only on the attendance and to change a lightbulb? Give up? The
grade requirements today (Mar. 26); however, Section C of the answer is four . One holds the ladder, while

Letters:

Le ers.

Madam Editor:
Well, I've been here for almost a year
now and I have a suggestion to make.
K~ow what, this ~ampus needs? A library.
Right? Don t you agree? I was in a library
one time, when I was a graduate student
at Vanderbilt. It had books and magazines
and stuff like that. I was real impressed.
We need something like that here. It would
help our academic credibility. Also, our
students and faculty would have a quiet
place to read the newspaper.
Dr. Roy Talbert
Dean of Academic Affairs

Madam Editor:
We're bored with "team" teaching.
It's passe now, you know? So next year,

we're changing over to "platoon"
teaching. We're very excited about it.
Dr. Jim Rex
Dean, Teacher Education

Madam Editor:
Why do we have so many jocks on the
faculty? Should jocks be given Jobs in
higher education? On second thought, don't
answer that question !
Dr. E.M. Singleton
Chancellor

Madam Editor:
We strongly urge that you begin looking for a new Advisor. Get our drift? Fine .
Board of Trustees

Coastal coach moo llg
as hit 'man
Coastal Carolina baseball coach Larry
Carr is currently under investigation by
the FBI in response to allegations that
Carr is a Mafia hit man in the off season,
The Chanticleer learned yesterday.
Carr, who has been coaching Coastal
baseball since 1978 is said to have been
instrumental in the death's of such prominent persons as former Teamster presi-dent Jimmy Hoffa and television star
Morris the Cat.
Carr is also thought to have masterminded the Guyana Massacre in which
hundreds of persons were murdered and
then made to appear as if they committed
suicide.
When reached for comment, Carr refused to answer questions saying that such
wild accusations do not deserve the dignity
of a response.
However. a recent photo obtained by
The Chanticleer from the FBI clearly
shows Carr in the garb of a hit man.
"Our investigations show that Carr is
probably responsible for 75 percent of all
gangland murders," said FBI agent Elliot
Ness. ,. However. we haven' t been able to

e i iou cerem n
A seminar "Salvation by Cynide' will be held April 1 in Room
Arts Building. The day-long event will be led by Dr. Ron Lac e , a ro e
Rev. Jim Jones. FREE Kool-aid will be provided.

s

prove anything yet. '
Ness explained that the FBI got the 75
percent figure on the basis that almost all
professionally done murders occur when
baseball is out of season.
" This guy is totally obsessed with
baseball and doesn 't operate in the summer months." said ess. " He does mix the
two occasionally though, as many players
on l the Coastal team were recruited when
Carr was in their home town 'on business· ...
Although no player would admit to
charges that Carr coerced them to come
to Coastal. the FBI believes that Carr has
been able to continually field winning
teams because he threatens players with
their lives if they don't perform.
When reached for comment, Coastal
Chancellor Singleton released the following statement concerning the Carr investigation. "What coach Carr does on his
own time is his own business. As long as
we have a winning team, he is welcome
here at Coastal. However, should the team
begin to lose we have already arranged to
have him eliminated ."

•
Soccer team to re Ire
After an outstanding season in 79 in
which Kurt Tausch led the Chanticleers to
the N AlA District 6 soccer playoffs and
became the first Coastal soccer player to

April promises to be a busy month on
campus. There will be salamander races
on the sidewal facing the library and a
faculty flag-pole sitting contest. The Campus Union has ordered 50 kegs of beer and
25 barrels of wine to be consumed by
Coastal students between breaks only. Any
beverages seen outside of classes will be
immediately confiscated. A wheelbarro
race has been planned. Participants must

a

win the district Most Valuable Player
award, it was announced yesterday that
Tausch's left leg would be retired.
"Kurt's achievements were

Kurt Tausch (left) displays leg as coach John Farrelly aDnOUDces it retirement.

remendous this season and e thought tha
having one of his legs in the trophy case
would be much more appropriate than
simply displaying hi jersey," said Soccer
coach John Farrelly in making the announcement.
ill
The actual amputation of the Ie
take place some time this summer with a
local taxidermist supervising the leg's
preservation.
"We're hoping to have the leg in a
trophy case in the gym in time for th fall
emester," said Farrelly. " This should
inspire lots of young talent to come out for
the soccer team when the realize that a
little hard work could someday result in
having one of their own legs enshrined
along with Tausch 's .'
In response to a que bon concern in
Tausch still having another year of
eligibilit ' for occer and his possible need
of the leg, Farrelly responded by aying
that Kurt Tausch i right-legged and rarel '
use~ hL left leg anyway .
" Just in case there are problem
though ," Farrelly added," e' ve arranged
for the athletic department to p t up
approximatel six million dollar to replace the leg ith a bionic one."
Tausch him elf could no be reached
for comment as he left immediately after
the announcement. Reliable sources say h
is currently on his way to join the Fren
Foreign Legion.
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SportIng f resli moonshine daily.
Produced in the chemistry lab.
$1.00 a jar. Operated from the
trunk of a '64 Chevy.

Sanitation workers wanted. No experience necessary. Meet in the
dumpster behind the Dining Service at 2 p.m. tomorrow.

•:• •••••••••••••••••••••••••
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The Eason
:
CORNELIUS' MEETING PLACE
DoWntown Tilly Swamp, s.c.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$3.98
per penon witb cbildren
2 montbs and under balf-price

Choose from any 2 items as you desire for this low price consisting of
steamed Jellyfish in the jelly or Zebra ear with brown rice

: Corporation
(formerly Tramps)

:

•

Announces Its

:

GRAND OPENING

•

•

April 1, 1980
at 10 pm

•
•

•

•... where you can come dressed to impress,f"
: and if you don't - need to impress. anyone
• you don't come dressed at all!

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••
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Arts Series sp

""Pippin"
Coming
to Coastal

Coastal Carolina College's last item in
its Cultural Arts Series, the "Pauline
Koner Dance Consort," whirled this years
selection to an end of the evening of March
17th. The "Pauline Koner Dance Consor"
is an avant-garde, imaginative explosion of
exitingly coordinated colors, young bodies
and sound. With never a static moment
the show's three parts drew out the full
participation of the audience. All throughout the performance simple but evocative

By MICHAEL QUIRION
Entertainment Editor
It takes hard work, patience and fortitude. as well as a strong dose of talent
and luck. to reach fame and fortune on
Broadway.
Stephen Schwartz, the composer and
lyricist of "Pippin," that will be seen at
. Coastal beginning in mid-April at the
Coastal Little Theatre, spent twenty years
of his life striving, until he finally hit the
jackpot.
The catch is that Schwartz was all of
26 years old at the time. He was six years
old when he was taken to his first Broadway musical and swears that was when he
made up his mind about his life work, and
stuck to it.
So. in the mid 1970's he had
"Godspell." "The Magic Show" and "Pippin" all big hits running at the same time
in New York and being performed all over
the world.
Director Tom Jones of the Coastal
Theater Dept. is in charge of putting
together Schwartz's crowd-pleasing musical which ran for four-and-a-half years on
Broadway. With the help of Doug Ross as
assistant"director and a cast of 17 players,
Jones is looking forward to the community's reaction to "Pippin."

Spring Ar
By TERRI BARRY
Staff Writer
Despite the rains which threatened to
turn the Festival into a "Monsoon" Festival, this year's annual "Spring Art's Festival," hosted at Coastal Carolina College,
was a true "celebration,"
The first day, the rain did not faU
steadily until about 12:30 but from about
9: 00 on the crowds and events were splattered off and on by sudden showers. The
"Festival's" morale and spirits were high,
however. Multi-colored balloons and crepepaper streamers decked the poles around
the horseshoe and the railings on the Fine
Art's building with a cheerful festiveness.
Clowns milled in and out of the crowds,
which ~re predominantly of children,
'clowning' with gusto in their selfcreated. colorful costumes. The sidewalks
were scrawled arrestingly with bright
pastel-colored chalks that gleamed faintly

Choir tours
ew Orleans
While we have been busy with all sorts
of Campus and community activities
throughout this 1979-80 Academic year,
certain groups have been planning big
activities that will highlight their College
experience for this year.
Among these ambitious groups is the
Coastal Carolina Concert Choir under the
direction of Carolyn Cox, head of the music
faculty. Every year high school graduates
and continuing College students from this
area and others come together under the
Name of The Coastal Carolina Concert
Choir and sing as a group for the College
and the community. For them each year
they highlight their year with a Spring
Concert Tour. In the past years the Choir
has traveled to Florida, New York. and
Atlanta. This year they are Leaving for the
Cajun Capital of New Orleans, La. They
will begin their voyage to the Port City on
Monday March 31, the beginning of the

week of our Spring break, and spend six
adventure-filled days on the road with the
1981 edition of the Coastal Carolina Concert Chair. Their show can be previewed
at local performances before their tour.
This year it features classics by Mozart
Kodaly and Beethoven, as well as show
pieces as the Barbershop Quartet and a
lovely women's ensemble. Also for the
sentiments and emotion, the finest of
religious and patriotic hyms is included in
their _program,
All should go well for their Spring trip.
Hotels have been reserved, performances
have been arranged, and a Continental
Trailways bus is on its way to carry them.
Let us hope that it does not break down
like last year. It ought to be a good
experience for everyone in the Choir. We
wish them a safe trip and a triumphant
return on the 4th of April.

co turnery enhanced body movement and
emotion.

VOTE
Dan Hambrick -

Pre.ld.nt

Jay Prltchanl - Vic. Pre.ld",t
Crystal H......rson - Secr.tary

Gloria Prine. - TrtCIlUrtr
SGA I, finally working for the .tudHtsll.r. k.., It thlt wayl v.t. for thlJ han! wtrt&..,
.xperienced team for your rep.......tatlon.
PHI fer

~

.... cMiMtes

especially was one reminded that th· wa
not "classical ballet bu a dynami
grouping beyond its dimen ion. A a
audience member on felt trangel
duced to belie e that yo were no Ie
an event apart frorn our elf but on tha
echoed ometbing withm ... The Uurd
part was a delightful and elegant rebef
after the intensity of the second. It closed
the entire performance With the harrnoniou combination of humor and expert! .

The first part of the show was a slowl
sensual build up to the raw energy and
elegance of the second portion. There,
bodies and emotions clashed in a disturbing starkness accompanied by a haunting intersplicing of French and English
which formed a back drop for the qualling
churning music of this section. In this part

e

a

with the day"s dampness. And, batikhangings of rainbow originality, hung
from the Fine Art's building-front proclaiming boldly that this was, indeed, a
"Spring" Festival.
The community enjoyed that first day,
just to name a few highlights: a funky jazzband accompanied by some "rhythmic"
porn-porn girls from USC Spartanburg, a
. 'magician" (a Coastal student) which
delighted the children, and, for more
mature tastes, there was the delightful
"International Coffee House" both days
strewn with colorful batik ceilings-hangings, throw-pillows, guitar-players, "bellydancers," and delicious foreign food and
drink. To strike a theatrical note, Coastal'
Upstage Company presented PIMP in the
afternoon, and USC-Salkehatchie
performed PICNIC that evening to an
enthralled audience, To cap the entire
first-day off, was the (free.) "Wine and
Cheese" party held after PIC IC,
The second day, though rain worried
all and hovered on the horizon broke into
a beautiful smile of sunshine which was
universally shared on campus. Though a
bit' 'windy" everyone was glad to have the
"March-lion's" breath instead of his

UP TO 14,100

C

e

storms! The day began ell WIth William
Price Fox's a well-known screenwriter
and author, entertaining and pic presentation in the Little Theatre. Beside the
usual art-activities (such a Ra pottery
batik, silk-screening, and the excellent
movies), the second da wa hi-lighted b
the lovel guitar-recital at noon and
popular Coastal "Artsy Fartl ' This
year there were two courses, a six-mil
and a novice's two; man enthusiastlcall
ran the "two" and a fe ,bray soul tb
· IX.' All were gl1eeted ith a free t-shirt
and a smile at the Fmi h Line. The entir
Fe. tival closed with a ban WIth tb
voca Is and instrumen of a local roc
named .. tratospher " and t 0 free
of beer 'graciously proVld
Thi year' "Coastal Call01ma prl
Art's Festival' ha been a wond rfu
experience all-around. ot onl. culturall
timulatin but also just plam fun. I thin
we hould all join in a pTlva round of
applau for the experti and entb a m
of thi year' organizer and particlpan .
Let u hope that the communit can I
forward to an equal plea ur next ear

- with

In just three years In the ArmY. you
can earn an educational fund worth as
much as 512.000. In fOur years, S14.100.
Its the veterans' educational
AsSiStance Program MAP. tor shOrD, and
It getS you two dollars fOr every one
dollar you save for college (see CharD.
In three years, your savings piUS the
two-tor-one matching fundS can add up
to S8100. And now, lf you QualifY. an
additional S4.<XXl education bonus Is
added to your fund, for a total Of
$12,100.
Four years of service gets you $6.000
added. Total: 514.100.

ea

Executive Council N.eds
Strong, Aggre••ive Leadership

a

o

people from almost every baCk·
ground imaginable
This exper.lence wit g ve you mo
ttlan the money for an education
teach you the va ue Of ha ng 0

YOU save
CiOV't adds 2-for·1

....

S7S

5150

5 Yrs
$2700
$

Of EX~M!~ence

As a soldier. YOU'll nave seen and
done th nos that will make your COllege
years more rewarding.
YOU'll have handled responslbHlty,
faced challenges. and lived and worked

Lea

ow 5 the time to learn more abOUt
VEAP. and to oectde whether you want
to take advantage Of It

FMC

Francis Marlon pitcher Sammy Ward tags Coastal's Mike Sabbaugh out at home plat~
in action at the Coastal Carolina field. (Photo courtesy of Chip Smith)

•
strong
Women gOing
By ROBERT REEVES
Sports Editor
The Coastal Carolina women's tennis
team, currently in a rebuilding year, now
stand at 2-3 with a loss against Erskine
coming Mar. 22 by a 6-3 margin.
The Lady Chanticleers will face Anderson Junior College at 2 p.m. on the
. Joseph Holliday Tennis Courts.
"Although we have some losses, I'm
really satisfied with this team since we're
really just getting the women's tennis
program restarted this season, " said
Coach Richard Dame. "We're hoping to

win a couple more matches this season but
we're really expecting to solidify the team
next year."
According to Dame, only one of the
girls on the team has ever played on a
team basis.
"These girls really don't have that
much experience but they're playing well
and they've relly gotten to be close as a
team."
Wins for the Chanticleers include an 8-1
victory over Newberry and a 5-4 defeat of
Coker.

SPRING 1980
WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM
March Z8
k\pril
8
11 & 12
13
14
17

And~rson

Jr. College
USC-Lancaster
Converse College Tennis Day
Lander College
Coker College
USC-Lancaster

Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home

1:30
3:00
All
1:00
2:00
1:00

p.m.
p.m.
Day
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

cools off 'Iceman'

The Coastal Carolina Chanticleers lost
their first baseball game of the season
March 23 as the Francis Marion Patriots
handed the Chants an 8-6 setback.
Coastal's Steve "Icemart" Smith suffered his first loss o( the season in giving
up six hits. walking three, and striking out
four in nine innings to bring his total to
3-1 on the season. Sammy Ward picked up
the victory for the Patriots.
Francis Marion scored five runs in the
first inning on two Coastal errors ~nd
added three more runs in the sixth.
Gary Gilmore blasted a solo homer in
the first frame for the Chants. Bruce
Franklin. Tom Romano and Mike Sabbaugh each collected two hits for the
Chants. Coastal collected 10 hits as a team.
Jerry Miles led Francis Marion at the
plate with three singles and Todd Barkdoll
added a pair of hits for the Patriots.
Francis Marion is now 6-4 for the '
season wtiile Coastal holds a 9-1 season
total and are currently ranked ninth in the
N AlA national stanrlino,;:
In other action, the Chanticleers defeated Baptist College, 3-1, March 22.
Freshman Kenny Tomko picked up his
second victory of the season against no
setbacks. Tomko hurled eight complete
innings. He gave up six hits and struck out
four. Ken Filpi came on in relief in the
ninth inning.
The Chants scored first in the second
inning when Romano reached on an error
and Walt Parmenter's double on a hit and
run play scored Romano.
Gilmore singled in the fifth, stole
second and went to third on an error by
the Baptist catcher. Gilmore then scored
when the Baptist pitcher made an error
trying to pick Gilmore off third.
In the sixth, Romano blasted a shot to
the 38O-foot mark in center field for a
triple. Ken Chandler then collected his
second hit of the game to drive Romano
in. Chandler is hitting .500 on the season
for the Chants .
Rudy Long led Baptist with a single
and a triple.
On March 16, the Coastal Carolina
College baseball team won its second

DATE
MAR.
28
29
30

31

double-header in as many days against
Westfield State at the Coastal Carolina
College field and chalked up some impressive statistics in the process.
The Chants scored in 15 of the 24
innings they batted against Westfield state
and have scored ' in 28 of their last 48
innings.
Smith won the opener for the Chants
Sunday by firing a five-hitter as Coastal
Carolina came away with a 6-2 victory. Joe
Louis. making his first collegiate start in
the second game, hurled a four hitter and
Coastal went on to take a 7-2 triumph.
Gilmore opened the scoring for the
Chants in the first game by blasting a
double in the first inning. Franklin's sacrifice then scored Gilmore. Parmenter
doubled in the second and later scored on
John Shiroky's sacrifice fly.
In the third inning Mike Sabbagh and
Franklin singled and Sabbagh scored on a
balk. Parmenter then singled, the runners
advanced on another balk and Ken
Chandler blasted a two-run double.
Franklin added a solo homer for the
Chants in the fifth and then Chandler led
off the sixth with a double and pinch runner
Bobby Morin stole home for the final run.
The Chants dropped behind 2-0 in the
first inning of the second game. Westfield
State pushed across two runs on Mark
Atkinson's double, a single by Bob
Verdolinio and an · error on the Chants.
The Chants answered with a run in the
bottom of the first frame as Sabbagh
opened with a single, stole second and third
and then came home on Franklin' s sacrifice fly.
In the third, Franklin and Tom Romano walked and Parmenter's Single
scored Franklin. Romano later scored on
Chandler's fielder's choice.
Coastal scored again in the fourth with
Bruce Levi starting the ball rolling with
a single. Shiroky's double scored Levi and
Gary Gilmore's sacrifice fly later scored
Shiroky.
Romano led off the fifth with a single
to center and Chandler blasted a double to
drive Romano home. Levi's single accounted for Coastal's final run.

COASTAL CAROLINA BASEBALL SCHEDULE
1980
DAY
OPPONENT
PLACE

TIME

Away
Away
Away
Away

3:15
2:00
1:30
3:00

Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.

MORRIS COLLEGE
NEWBERRY
GEORGIA COLLEGE (DH)
GEORGIA COLLEGE

Sports Spotlight'

Mauricio Behar comes from tennis family

Mauricio Behar

By ROBERT REEVES
Sports Editor
This issue's "Sports Spotlight" focuses
on another of Coastal Carolina's top tennis
players. Mauricio Behar is the Chanticleers No.2 seeded player as Coastal has
proceeded to live up to its potential as a
NAIA district 6 powerhouse with a 7-1
season total through Mar. 19.
Behar, who hails originally from
Bogota, Colombia, was one of the Chanticleer's top players in 1979 when the
Coastal netters finished with a 23-3 mark
and won the school's first tennis championship.
Mauricio was named All-District for
his efforts and was further awarde the title
of All-American.
Behar is off to another good start in
1980 as he currently holds a 7-1 singles
record with his latest victories including'
a 6-3, 7-6 victory over John Nichols of

Lander on Mar. 16 and a 6-1, 7-5 win over
Mike Boston of the College of Charleston
on Mar. 19.
Mauricio's only loss of the season came
in the very first match of the year when
Presbyterian College's Tim Riddle downed
Behar 6-3, 6-4.
"Mauricio'S only loss of the season
came in the very first match of the year
when Presbyterian College's Tim Riddle
downed Behar 6-3, 6-4.
"Manricio is really performing well
for us this year," said Coastal Coach
Marshall Parker. "You can't hardly ask
for any better tennis than what he has been
playing in these last few matches."
Behar almost can't help but play tennis
well as he comes from a family of tennis
players. Behar's father is currently the
captain of the Davis Cup team in Colombia. In addition, Mauricio has an older
brother on the professional circuit, a
brother playing here in the U.S. at Missis-

sippi Southern and a brother who recently
graduated after being a top player on the
Presbyterian College tennis team.
Behar himself played at Presbyterian '
College for two years before coming to
Coastal in 1979.
"I went to Presbyterian originally because my brother was there," said Behar,
"but once he graduated I started getting
bored and decided to come to Myrtle I
Beach."
As a senior, Behar is also spending
some time contemplating the future. "I'm
thinking about returning to Colombia and
rejoining my brother on the professional
circuit," said Mauricio. "I can learn a lot
from him and may just try going professional myself."
Mauricio and the rest of the Chanticleers will be in action again tomorrow
as they hit the road to take on a tough
Limestone team.

An unidentified Coastal Carolina Rugby player attempts to tackle against a Cape Fear
runner in a match played earlier tbls season. (Pboto by Robert" Reeves).

Rugby club is struggling
By ROBERT REEVES
Sports Editor

"The fact that we haven't been winning
helped either," said Farrelly who
coaches the team on a voluntary basis
without compensation. "This is how it was
when we were trying to get soccer going
a couple of years ago too, but I m not sure
if rugby is going to make it."
In the club's last outing against the
Cape Fear rugby club, Coastal barely had
enough players to play the match and went
on to a 30-6 loss.
.. What we need more than anything is
a win to raise the morales of the players
to keep them going,' Farrelly said.
"However, if players keep coming up to
me and telling me that they can't make
the road trips or can't play anymore
period, that win won't be coming."
ha~h't

The Coastal Carolina Rugby Club, a
team tha~ had over thirty willing and able
players just two months ago, is a team that
is struggling for its very survival now as
it goes into the latter part of its first season
of existence, according to coach John
Farrelly.
"It's that old Coastal malaise," said
Farrelly. "As summer approaches,
players are dropping out like flies as they
start to get summer jobs and feel that
working is more important than rugby."
The club, which got its first win in its
very first game has not won since and has
now dropped to a 1-5 record on the season.

The Coastal Carolina tennis team extended its record to 7-1 March 19 as the
Chants managed to slip past the College
of Charleston Cougars 5-4, in a match
played in Charleston. The Otants won four
of six singles matches and then added a
single victory in three doubles matches to
take the victory.
In singles competition, Eddie Gayon of
Coastal defeated Boaz ikritin, 6-4, 7~,
while the Chants Seif Fahmy was downed
7-5, 6-3 by Skip Skarpa. Lester Herber
downed the College of Charleston's
Winston Chapman, 7-6 4-6 7-6 as Coastal's
Mauricio Behar defeated Mike Boston 6-1,
7-5.
Coastal's Eddie Williams also won as
he defeated Jerry Poore in three sets, 6-4,
1-6. 6-0. The other Cougar victory came
when Johnny owell downed Roger Hall
6-1 6-1.
In the doubles competition, Coastal
wrapped up the victory when the team of
Gayon and Herbert won by default over
ikritin and Boston during the first et.
However. the College of Charleston too
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We Believe in Music

CAMPU·S
BULLETIN BOARD·

SHOWTUNES -JAZZ -CLASSICAL
EASY LISTENING -POP -COUNTRY
Shoo for your favorite music from our fabulous stock
of16,000 Records, 10,000 8T Tapes B'nd 5,000 .
Cassettes. The largest selection in the Carolinas.
Music for All Ages.

Young Democrats to hold meeting

Myrtle Beach
Stereo Tape Center

The Young Democrats of Coastal Carolina will meet on Thursday, March 27, at
11 :45-12: 15 in the organizational lounge of the College Center. Everyone is welcome to
attend.

Coastal Carolina hosts April Book Festival

6203 North Kings Highway Myrtle Beach
Open Daily 9-6 Sunday 2-6 ·PM

The Coastal Carolina Book Festival will be held in the Lecture Hall of the Fine
Arts Building on Tuesday Apr. 29, from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. The skits and displays
will be by Coastal students. The elementary schools in Horry County are invited and
parents are invited to bring their pre-school children.

Foreign policy discussion is today
A Panel Discussion: The Crisis in U.S. Foreign Policy; War, Peace, A New Cold
War? The panel includes Prof. James Branham, History; Colonel Joseph Greene, U.S.A.Ret.; Prof. William Polen, B.A.: Prof. C.D. Sullivan, GINT.; and Prof. Raymond Moore,
GINT, as the moderator. Today, Wednesday, March 26, 12-1 p.m. in Room 106 in the
Academic Building. Everyone is encourag~ to attend.

J

N THE PEPSI PEOPLE
AT COASTAL GAMES
Pepsi-Cola Bottling
of Conway

Internship applications due

Education majors who plan to do their internship in the fall semester should submit
llicir~~~fu~~A~il11.~~~fu~~n~~~d~~d~~ill~~~&~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
of Teacher Education office.

Labor Union presentation is today
fashions at affordable prices

The Business Club is sponsoring a presentation by Mr. Don Wharton of the
Amalgamated Machinists Union (I.A.M.) of Cleveland, Ohio. He will speak about "Labor
!1nions and Labor Relations in Today's World." The presentation is today, March 26,
In the Card Lounge of the College Center at 12-1 p.m. Everyone is welcome to attend.

Next year's football tickets available
All those interested in purchasing season tickets for the USC football games next
year may come by the SGA office for more information.

5100 N. Kings Hwy.

SGA Secretary honored
SGA Secretary Judy McMeekin was
March 18. Congratulations!

nam~

Secretary of the Day by WMYB on

Awards Banquet scheduled for April
The Sixth Annual Awards Banquet has been scheduled for Tuesday, April 22, 1980,
7:00 PM in the Landmark Resort Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S.C. Approximately fifty (50)
students will be recognized for their college achievements and services. Additional details
will be releas~ as available.

Future Ministers Unite
The Alpha and Omega society is looking for members to begin a much ne~ed
organization for students who are considering a vocation in religious ministry. All those
who are interest~ in coming together in this pre-theology society please stop by Dr.
Robinson's office upstairs in the Kimbel Library. Give him your name and information
needed to begin having meetings and planning activities.

Campus Union Sponsor~ Spring Fling
at

1001

The Coatal Carolina College Campus Union presents The Spring Fling Dance on
Wednesday, Mar. 26 at 8:00 p.m. at the 1001 Disco, 10th Ave. North and Ocean Blvd.
in Myrtle Beach. The dance is open to all Coastal students, faculty, and staff. Advance
tickets can be purchased for $2 stag, $3 drag, at the Campus Union office or from Gary
James or Norm Evans. Entertainment will be provided by "The Disco Kid" plusa special
appearance by "The Sands of Time." The live band plays your favorite beach music·
and rock 'n roll. Draft beer will be reduced to 5{)f. Come and celebrate the rite of Spring
on our last week before Easter break.

After you see your doctor ...
bring your prescription to

PLATT'S

PHARMACY

317 MAIN STREET, CONWAY, S.C.
PHONE 248-9189
B.S. LAND, R.PH.

SOUTHER
WOME S
SERVICES

"A Women's Health Agency"
• A Full Range of Womens
Gynecological Services
- Free Pregnancy Testing
- Problem Pregnancy Counseling
- Abortion Counseling and Services
• Birth Control Services
-Trained Counselors
-Speakers Available for School &
Civil Groups
24' Hour Answering Service
Call Toll Free 1-800-922-9750
Southern Womens Services
1614 Two Notch Road
Columbia, S.C. 29204

